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1. Executive Summary 

The present Use Case Leaflets describes the activities carried out in the eleven ELIPTIC Use 
Case sites, Barcelona (ES), Bremen (DE), Brussels (BE), Eberswalde (DE), Gdynia (PL), 
Lanciano (IT), Leipzig (DE), London (UK), Oberhausen (DE), Szeged (HU) and Warsaw (PL).  

The Use Case Leaflets gather the main results of each city, which greatly contributed to 
increase the project overall impact. They are a valuable tool to disseminate the results of each 
use case both at a local level and at a European level, showing the viability of the ELIPTIC 
concepts to the widest audience in the best possible way.  

The layout of the leaflet consist of an A4 recto-verso sheet, aligned with the design and visuals 
of other ELIPTIC publications. The contents includes use case description, results and lessons 
learnt, future plans, a quote from a relevant stakeholder involved in the project, pictures from 
the use cases, a map displaying the cities’ location, contact information, project website and 
an EU disclaimer. 

The process followed to produce the leaflets as well as the activities carried out to ensure 
further visibility of the use cases (also beyond the end of the project) are also described in this 
report.  
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2. Introduction  

The overall aim of ELIPTIC was to develop new concepts and business cases to optimise 
existing electric infrastructure and rolling stock use, saving both money and energy. ELIPTIC 
advocates electrification of the public transport sector and helps to develop political support 
for the electrification of public transport across Europe. 

ELIPTIC looks at three thematic pillars: 

 Pillar A: Safe integration of ebuses into existing electric PT infrastructure through 
(re)charging ebuses “en route”, upgrading trolleybus networks with battery buses or 
trolley-hybrids and automatic wiring/de-wiring technology; 

 Pillar B: Upgrading and/or regenerating electric public transport systems (flywheel, 
reversible substations); 

 Pillar C: Multi-purpose use of electric public transport infrastructure: safe (re)charging of 
non-public transport vehicles (pedelecs, electric cars/ taxis, utility trucks). 

 
With a strong focus on end users, ELIPTIC analysed 20 use cases within the three thematic 
pillars. The project supported the Europe-wide uptake and exploitation of results by developing 
strategies and guidelines, decision making support tools (e.g. option generator) and policy 
recommendations for implementation schemes for upgrading and/or regenerating electric 
public transport systems. Partners and other cities have benefited from ELIPTIC's stakeholder 
involvement and user forum approach. ELIPTIC addresses the challenge of “transforming the 
use of conventionally fuelled vehicles in urban areas” by focusing on increasing the capacity 
of electric public transport, reducing the need for individual travel in urban areas and by 
expanding electric intermodal options (e.g. linking e-cars charging to tram infrastructure) for 
long-distance commuters. The project strengthens the role of electric public transport, leading 
to both a significant reduction in fossil fuel consumption and to an improvement in air quality 
through reduced local emissions. 
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3. General approach  

The ELIPTIC use case leaflets were designed in order to enhance awareness about the project 
results and activities carried out in the eleven ELIPTIC cities, namely Barcelona (ES), Bremen 
(DE), Brussels (BE), Eberswalde (DE), Gdynia (PL), Lanciano (IT), Leipzig (DE), London (UK), 
Oberhausen (DE), Szeged (HU) and Warsaw (PL). 

The layout of the leaflet consist of an A4 recto-verso sheet, aligned with the design and visuals 
of other ELIPTIC publications, e.g. ELIPTIC project brochure and Factor 100 Leaflet. The 
leaflets describe the use cases in the context of the eleven cities where they were tested, 
highlighting the most interesting and relevant aspects of the demonstrations. One leaflet per 
city was developed and structured to provide the readers with an overview of the use cases, 
their results and future plans of the cities. 

The ELIPTIC leaflets are available on the project website for download and their publication 
have been promoted via the ELIPTIC Twitter and LinkedIn channels, and also via UITP media 
channels. 
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4. Content and structure 

The ELIPTIC use case leaflets are structured in different sections, organised as follows: 

 Use case description; 

 Results and lessons learnt; 

 Future plans; 

 A quote from a relevant stakeholder involved in the project; 

 Contact information; 

 Project website; 

 EU disclaimer. 
The leaflets also include pictures from the use cases and a map displaying the cities’ location. 

The content of the leaflets was developed through the ELIPTIC partners contributions, which 
provided all the technical and specific information regarding the use cases carried out in their 
respective cities.  

In the Use case description section, the ELIPTIC partners illustrated the use cases carried 
out during the project. This section was meant to provide the reader with an overview of the 
use cases, their objectives and the challenges faced by the cities. 

In the Results and lessons learned section, the partners described the main outcomes and 
achievements of the project use cases. Through this section the reader can obtain insights on 
the use cases results and acquire knowledge on the progress made thanks to project 
implementation.  

In the Future plans section, specific actions and future strategy to be implanted in the cities 
after the project are described. The future plans section provides insights on follow up activities 
which will be carried out in the next years to ensure that the lessons learned through ELIPTIC 
are exploited. 

Finally, a quote from a relevant project stakeholder on the project results and/or the use case 
experience is displayed. 

The use case leaflets also contain all the relevant contact information of the project 
coordinators and use case leaders, as well as the link to the ELITPTIC project website. 
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5. Creation of the Use Case Leaflets  

The leaflets were conceived as a strongly visual and attractive collection of individual 
factsheets highlighting the most interesting and relevant aspects of the ELIPTIC use cases.  

The creation process was coordinated by UITP with the project partners providing the technical 
content of the leaflets. 

The process of creating the ELIPTIC use case leaflets followed the steps listed below: 

1. UITP produced a draft word template to illustrate the contents of the leaflets. 

2. UITP contacted an external designer to establish the layout of the leaflets. In 
coordination with the designer, the layout was adapted to best illustrate the proposed 
contents. 

3. UITP contacted Berends-Consult, providing them with the leaflet template and asking 
them to test it, adding content on the Oberhausen use case. This step was essential 
to check if the template was suitable to illustrate the use cases. 

4. Once the Oberhausen leaflet was completed, UITP circulated it as an example 
among all the ELIPTIC use case leaders together with the word template, asking for 
their contributions. In this phase pictures were also collected. 

5. After receiving the texts from the partners, UITP contacted an external proof reader 
to edit the partners’ contributions and ensure uniformity among them. 

6. The finalised texts were then sent to the graphic designer to be added in the leaflets 
together with the pictures. 

7. The final version of the leaflets was sent to the partners for their approval.  

8. The Use Case leaflet were uploaded on the ELIPTIC website and promoted on social 
media. 

The word template used to collect contributions from the partners is enclosed to the present 
deliverable as Annex II. 
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6. Outreach of the Use Case Leaflets 

The ELIPTIC Use Case Leaflets were published on the project website and are available for 
download. All the content of the ELIPTIC website, including the Use Case Leaflets, will be 
available also after the conclusion of the project for an initial period of five more years (until 
2023).  

To promote the dissemination of the leaflets an article was published on the ELIPTIC website, 
launching the publication and the explaining its main objectives. 

Moreover, the leaflets were promoted through the ELIPTIC Twitter and LinkedIn accounts, 
ensuring a solid visibility of the ELIPTIC leaflets publication.  

The following pictures show screenshots of the articles, posts and tweets published for this 
purpose. 

 

Figure 1: Article for launch of use case leaflets 
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Figure 2: Tweet for launch of use case leaflets 
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Figure 3: LinkedIn post for launch of use case leaflets 
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7. Annex I – ELIPTIC Use case leaflets 

7.1 Barcelona 
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7.2 Bremen 
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7.3 Brussels 
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7.4 Eberswalde  
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7.5 Gdynia 
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7.6 Lanciano 
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7.7 Leipzig 
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7.8 London 

Final version to be confirmed.  
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7.9 Oberhausen 
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7.10 Szeged 
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7.11 Warsaw 
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